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Royal Purple High Performance Marine Oil
Royal Purple’s High Performance Marine Oil is formulated to enhance performance and 

provide superior protection to four-stroke marine engines. Benefits include cooler operat-
ing temperatures, increased engine efficiency and maximized horsepower and torque. 

Royal Purple’s proprietary Synerlec technology enables HPM to exceed the harsh demands 
of marine applications. Contact: Royal Purple at (888) 382-6300; royalpurple.com.

Donald Moss, Rose Bud, AR: “When I switched to Royal Purple Marine Oil in 
my older 20-horsepower Mercury outboard, the engine ran smoother, fuel efficiency 

increased and I saw improved performance.” Richard Johnson, Rio Rancho, NM:
“The Royal Purple HPM Oil made my Honda four-stroke purr like a kitten. It allowed 

me to troll at slower speeds and kept my motor from loading up or misfiring.”

You can become a Field Tester!  Simply complete a Field Test Profi le form,

available by clicking on “Member Benefi ts” at FishingClub.com, or by calling the 

NAFC toll-free at (800) 843-6232.—Branigan Weber, Field Test Editor

Total number of NAFC members 
who tested products for this issue Rating: 1-poor — 10-excellent 

FIELDTESTED

BEST FEATURE: QUALITY   PRICE: $9.60 PER QUART    OVERALL RATING: 9.5

BEST FEATURE: DESIGN   PRICE: $99.95    OVERALL RATING: 9.0

Okuma Komodo 
The Okuma Komodo 254V features a durable, lightweight, low-profile 
frame that’s rugged, yet comfortable to fish. Inside, the all-aluminum 
gears create a powerful 5.4:1 retrieve ratio for a good blend of speed 
and torque while keeping the reel’s overall weight down to 6.7 ounc-
es. Contact: Okuma at (909) 923-2828; okumafishing.com. 

Steven Leonard, Huffman, TX: “I could not wait to get out on 
Lake Houston and try this reel out. It worked great for flipping into 
brush and under tree limbs. The compact size makes it a caster’s 
dream.” Pat Cortez, Harker Heights, TX: “This reel works as 
smooth as silk. I own many Okuma reels and love them all. With its 
11 bearings, 5.4:1 gear ratio and evo handles this one is now my 
favorite all-around bass reel.”

BEST FEATURE: PERFORMANCE   PRICE: $199.99    OVERALL RATING: 9.0

Abu Garcia Veritas Casting Rod

Nano Technology means the graphite that makes up Abu Garcia’s 6-foot, medium-heavy Veritas casting rod is manipulated 
on an atomic level, giving the rod 2½ times more impact resistance than standard fishing rods. Microscopic nicks and 

dings that might cause other rods to fail won’t affect the Veritas. Contact Abu Garcia at (800) 228-4272; abugarcia.com. 

Jack Long, Langston, AL: “This rod is super light, but still has a strong backbone. I love
the small guides and the white color. The handle feels good in my hand and I love the hook keeper.” 

Walter Bush, San Jose, CA: “When I first saw the micro-guides on the rod I was skeptical, but I was very 
impressed with the flipping and casting distance. In fact, the rod performed excellently and exceeded my expectations.”
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